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The potential impact of direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) in patients with Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer
(BCLC)-B/C stage hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is understudied. Patients with HCC have been sys-
tematically excluded from randomised controlled trials evaluating the effectiveness of DAAs. Thus, the
benefits of DAAs in patients with HCC are less well defined. The presence of active HCC before the
initiation of DAA treatment is reported to be a predictor of DAA failure, and studies in patients without
HCC have demonstrated that improvements in cirrhosis complications were lower or absent after DAA
failure. Even if viral eradication is achieved using DAAs, reversal of liver function impairment may take
longer than the development of end-stage cancer status. Additionally, the impact of DAAs on HCC
recurrence is still a controversial topic. Thus, the decision of whether to use DAAs should be made on a
patient-by-patient basis, and each patient should be informed of all the potential risks and benefits
associated with their usage. This document summarises the current data on the usage of DAAs in BCLC-B/
C patients, discusses the concept of “the point of no return” in the setting of DAAs, and proposes tools for
deciding the best option for each patient profile. If liver function improvement overlaps with symp-
tomatic HCC progression, the benefits of DAAs could be minimised, worsened, or fully counterbalanced. If
the BCLC stage is defined using only liver dysfunction, the decision to prioritise DAA treatment should be
based on the option (or lack thereof) of liver transplantation and/or the HCC stage. We propose applying
a shared decision-making approach, informing each patient of all the potential risks and benefits of the
proposed medical intervention.
© 2021 European Association for the Study of the Liver. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The treatment for advanced Barcelona Clinic Liver
Cancer (BCLC)-C hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
has evolved over time from the use of a single
therapeutic drug to different treatment modal-
ities.1–7 The advent of new direct-acting antivirals
(DAAs) has revolutionised the treatment of pa-
tients with HCV infection with very high rates
(>90%) of sustained virologic response (SVR), very
few contraindications, and low rates of adverse
events. Nevertheless, the benefits of DAA treatment
in BCLC-B/C/D patients are yet to be clearly iden-
tified, and it is crucial to avoid worsening the
natural history of these patients.

Fig. 1 represents the natural history of patients
with HCC and tumour-related symptoms, such as
deterioration of Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group-performance status (ECOG-PS) and cirrhosis
complications, with or without concomitant
tumour progression.8,9 An unmet issue is the
identification of the ‘reversibility time-point’
wherein medical intervention could transform a
decompensated patient into a compensated one,
providing the possibility of administering onco-
specific treatment. In this review, we aim to
Journa
discuss the impact and applicability of antiviral
therapy in BCLC-B and BCLC-C patients, consid-
ering not only the risk of developing hepatic
decompensation but also tumour progression with
or without liver decompensation (Fig. 2). Herein,
we aim to underline the main issues, pitfalls, and
drawbacks of using DAAs, beyond tolerance, in
patients with intermediate/advanced HCC and
HCV-related cirrhosis, which has never been a
controversial topic in this field.

Studies for review in this article were retrieved
from the PubMed database using the search terms
‘hepatocellular carcinoma’, ‘liver cancer’, and ‘pri-
mary liver carcinoma’, both individually and in
combination with the terms ‘direct-acting antivi-
rals’ and ‘hepatitis C virus’. The search included
literature published in English until August 2020.

Current data on DAA treatment in patients
with compensated or decompensated
cirrhosis
DAAs have been considered as an option to reduce
complications in patients with cirrhosis, regardless
of whether or not they present with HCC. They
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Keypoints

� In patients with BCLC-B/C, the benefits of DAAs are yet to be identified, and the possibility of modifying the natural history of these patients should be
evaluated in prospective studies.

� If DAA treatment is administered at an irreversible time-point, the potential benefits of liver dysfunction improvement could be minimised because
the time needed for liver function recovery will likely be longer than that needed for HCC progression.

� Given the lack of evidence on the benefits of DAA in the BCLC-B/C patient population, we suggest prioritising the treatment of cancer-related
symptoms and liver decompensation rather than expecting an improvement in liver function through DAA therapy.

� If the only factor that can explain liver dysfunction in BCLC-B/C patients is the presence of hepatitis C infection, the decision to prioritise DAA
treatment should be made on a patient-by-patient basis; moreover, each patient should be informed of all the potential benefits and risks of this
treatment.

� If the BCLC stage is defined by cancer-related symptoms or tumour burden, DAA treatment will not modify BCLC staging. Thus, owing to the lack of
evidence on the benefits of DAA in this population, existing data do not favour the administration of DAAs as a rule in BCLC-B/C patients.
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have also been considered for the potential
downstaging of patients with HCC from BCLC-D to
C or from BCLC-C to B in cases where the BCLC
stage is defined by liver decompenation. However,
the benefits of DAAs in patients with HCC are less
well defined; the impact of DAAs on HCC recur-
rence is a controversial topic because the rando-
mised control trials (RCT) that evaluated the
effectiveness of DAAs excluded patients with HCC.

Penner et al. reported that patients with a viable
tumour, when starting DAA treatment, had a lower
rate of SVR than patients with inactive or no HCC.10

We believe that this lower rate of SVR is likely to be
associated with a lower rate of improvement of
cirrhosis complications in patients with HCC than
in those without HCC. Table S1 summarises the
publications11–27 on the benefits of DAAs in pa-
tients with portal hypertension, liver decompen-
sation, and fibrosis regression, as well as the
percentage of patients with HCC included in the
above-cited studies, which was limited.

It is already known that patients with HCC are
at a risk of developing cirrhosis-related compli-
cations, and the results from Lens et al.’s11 and
Verna et al.’s23 studies provide a reference for
establishing the potential benefits of DAAs in the
HCC population. Additionally, Belli et al.28 re-
ported a significantly lower probability of liver
transplantation (LT) linked to improved liver
function in patients treated with DAAs than in
those not treated with DAAs. However, the indi-
cation for LT in patients with HCC goes beyond the
rate of liver decompensation, which is reflected by
the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score
of patients with HCC included in Belli et al.’s28

study.
DAA treatment was also suggested as an option

for patients with BCLC-B for HCC downstaging
prior to LT, when liver dysfunction limited the
option of bridging treatment and downstaging.
Although a recent study demonstrated a positive
impact of DAAs on overall survival in patients
successfully treated for early HCC, based on a sig-
nificant reduction in the risk of decompensation,29
Journal of Hepatology 2021 vol. - j
it is not known whether these results will be re-
flected in patients with BCLC B/C stage.

Although there are several publications focused
on the impact of DAA treatment on patients with
HCC, only a few described outcomes in patients
with BCLC-B/C stage. This could be for the
following reasons: i) After the first publication on
the unexpectedly high risk of developing HCC
recurrence after DAA treatment,30 the main con-
cerns raised by the scientific community31,32 were
related to the inclusion of 6 BCLC-B patients (10% of
the cohort) treated with trans-arterial chemo-
embolisation (TACE). These 6 patients were
considered a major bias in the interpretation of the
results and the key factor for the unexpectedly high
risk of recurrence observed in the cohort. However,
this was not the case since none of the TACE-
treated patients developed HCC recurrence;33 ii)
There are no data regarding potential drug-drug
interactions between DAAs and systemic treat-
ments or immunotherapy in clinical practice
because patients with HCC were excluded from
RCTs evaluating DAA efficacy; iii) DAAs were pri-
oritised for patients without HCC over those with
HCC. Additionally, patients with early stages of
HCC, those who were successfully treated for early
stages of HCC, or those with active early HCC listed
for LT were prioritised over those with intermedi-
ate or advanced HCC.

Improvements in cirrhosis complications
using DAAs and their impact on BCLC-B
and C patients
Rate of SVR in HCC patients
Patients with BCLC-B/C stage should have pre-
served liver function (Child-Pugh A or B7 without
clinical ascites and/or encephalopathy) and all
cirrhosis complications, such as variceal bleeding,
should be under control. The limited published
information10,30,34–37 regarding DAA treatment in
this population is described in Table S2. Chi et al.,
Ogawa et al., and Dang et al.35,37 were the only
cohorts that reported SVR (ranging from
77.8–100%) in BCLC-B/C/D patients. Beste et al.38
1–9
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Fig. 1. HCC evolution according to the evolutionary event. Patient evolution will be conditioned by radiological progression and liver decompensation or a
combination of both. Medical intervention could modulate the evolution of patients; however, if it is done when the patient is in the irreversibility time-point
status, the chance of compensating the patient is extremely low or null. The outcome will be better or worse depending on the event which conditioned the
evolution and the time at which the medical intervention is performed. ECOG-PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group-performance status; HCC, hepatocellular
carcinoma; LT, liver transplantation; RTP, radiological tumour progression.
analysed the SVR rate according to the last HCC
treatment received before initiating DAA treat-
ment. SVR was 70.0% (95% CI 63.6–75.7) in TACE-
treated patients, while it decreased to 59.0% (95%
CI 46.0–70.9) in those receiving sorafenib.

Chi et al.35 reported on the largest cohort of
BCLC-B patients (n = 70). SVR rates were similar in
patients with BCLC-0/A and B HCC (95% and 97.8%,
respectively), but decreased to 77.8% in BCLC-C
patients. As expected, SVR was identified as the
key independent risk factor for death, and multi-
variate analysis revealed that not achieving SVR
was the only factor associated with poor
recurrence-free survival.

Prenner et al.10 evaluated 137 patients with a
history of HCC. Most patients had Child-Pugh A
disease (81%), and 108 of these were treated with
TACE or radioembolisation; however, only 21.9%
(n = 30) of the cohort had BCLC-B/C stage. Ac-
cording to their data, the SVR rate was conditioned
by the presence of HCC (lower probability of SVR in
patients with HCC than in those without HCC); a
DAA failure rate of 21% was reported in patients
with HCC compared to 12% in patients without HCC
(p = 0.009). Additionally, the rate of SVR was also
related to the presence of a viable tumour in pa-
tients with HCC. Twenty-seven patients with HCC
and failed primary treatment had BCLC-A HCC
Journa
(59%), followed by stage B (29%), stage 0 (7%), and
stage C (4%). In contrast, Owaga et al. suggested
that SVR was reduced in patients with active but
not inactive HCC after DAA treatment. However,
only 12.5% of the patients had BCLC-B HCC, and
only 5% had BCLC-C/D HCC.

According to the data of Prenner et al.10 and
Verna et al.,23 the expected MELD score for BCLC B/
C patients was around 10 points (which was similar
to that reported by Belli et al. in the ELITA regis-
try28), and the expected SVR rate was approxi-
mately 90%. However, as mentioned before, these
cohorts comprised patients with early stage HCC.

HCC recurrence and/or progression in BCLC-B/C
patients treated with DAAs
Heterogeneity in the baseline characteristics of
patients (prior to DAA treatment and during
follow-up) and the radiological schedule of
different patients across different cohorts (and
within the same cohort) limit the interpretation of
studies evaluating the efficacy of DAAs in patients
with BCLC-B/C stage.39 Additionally, the reported
information is sometimes only focused on patients
who achieved SVR. In this regard, a meta-analysis
of individual patient data, which included more
than 1,000 patients with HCC and complete
response, showed that only 7.1% of patients had
l of Hepatology 2021 vol. - j 1–9 3
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multifocal HCC and <0.5% of the cohort had extra-
hepatic spread or vascular invasion, with the most
frequent treatment being ablation (47.3%), followed
by resection (31%) and chemoembolisation
(15.3%).40 Similar to the findings of previous meta-
analyses,41,42 the heterogeneity between studies/
patients was very high, and it was not possible to
reach a robust conclusion. However, when the in-
dividual data were matched with a cohort of pa-
tients with HCC who did not receive DAAs, all
patients with multifocal HCC and/or extrahepatic
spread and/or vascular invasion were excluded, as
it was impossible to match them with controls.
These studies reveal the limitations of the infor-
mation available on BCLC-B/C-D patients who
never received interferon or in whom HCV was not
considered a factor in treatment decisions. Despite
sfunction 
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Journal of Hepatology 2021 vol. - j
the fact that Singal et al. analysed the impact of
DAAs43,44 on overall survival in patients with HCC,
BCLC-B/C patients were underrepresented in that
cohort and in the meta-analysis conducted by
Waziry et al.42 The percentage of patients with HCC
at BCLC-B/C in each study is presented in Table S3.
According to the current data, there is no clear
evidence that DAAs have a beneficial impact on
outcomes in patients with BCLC-B/C stage. Thus,
we cannot offer a robust opinion about this specific
population in our review.

How do we apply the current data to
clinical decision making?
Clinical decision making is a balance between the
risks and benefits of a specific treatment (Fig. 2).
Costs are also considered for evaluating cost-
Potential aplicability in BCLC B-C patients

Transform from BCLC-D to BCLC-B/C stage:
Limited SVR rate in patients with

MELD >15

Prevent the untreatable progression related to
cirrhosis complications.

No available data to support this

Reduce the rate of progression
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CLC-B/C stage. This figure describes the aim, potential benefits,
ing antiviral; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; MELD, model for
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effectiveness. For clinical decision making, we need
to consider data from all patients, not only those
who achieve an SVR, because the latter is an
evolutionary event associated with a good
outcome, which is unknown before initiating DAA
treatment. If we put aside the hypothetical risk of
increased recurrence or occurrence, DAA treatment
at early stages is very well tolerated; however, in
patients with HCC, it is not possible to exclude this
factor from the equation of benefits/risks. Thus, we
propose considering the following aims before
personalising any decision (Fig. 3):

Downstaging BCLC-D HCC to BCLC-B/C stage:
To define this point, we need to identify factors
that characterise the BCLC-D stage.
i. If the BCLC-D stage is defined by cancer-related
symptoms or tumour burden, DAA treatment may
not achieve the expected outcome; the expected
median survival will not change and will range
from 3 to 6 months. In our opinion, prioritising
DAA treatment is not the optimal option.

ii. If the BCLC-D stage is defined by liver dysfunction,
and the patient has a multifocal HCC without
extrahepatic spread or vascular invasion, it is
essential to know whether the patient is a candi-
date for HCC downstaging. The spectrum of this
population should be carefully evaluated:
ii.i. Patients with multifocal HCC, without

extrahepatic spread or vascular invasion,
and without (non-HCC) contraindications
for LT: Thesepatients are potential candidates
Journal o
for HCC downstaging depending on liver
dysfunction. If liver dysfunction is the only
factor limiting the consideration of LT:
f He
ii.i.i. The reportedSVR rate ranges from100%
to 59% in BCLC-B patients with com-
plete response; however, if the tumour
is viable (as is the case in patients who
are candidates for HCC downstaging),
the risk of DAA failure is higher than in
patients with inactive tumours.10

ii.i.ii. The expected SVR rate in patients with
decompensated cirrhosis is lower than
in patients with compensated cirrhosis.
Although 47% of the 250 patients eval-
uated by Curry et al. had improved
Child-Pugh scores over baseline, 42%
showed no change, and 11% had wors-
ened Child-Pugh scores. In the same
study,114of thosepatientshadanMELD
scoreof<15,51%hadan improvedMELD
score, 22%hadno change, and27%had a
worse MELD score.16

ii.i.iii. Thus, the probability of achieving SVR
varies according to baseline liver func-
tion, and it is also defined by the pres-
ence of active or inactive tumours. The
benefits of DAA treatment are observed
in around 50% of patients with liver
dysfunction, although the risk of
recurrence/progression also affects
around 50% of patients irrespective of
DAA efficacy.
patology 2021 vol. - j 1–9 5
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ii.ii. Patients in whom transplantation is con-
traindicated owing to non-HCC related
comorbidities: These patients do not have
tumour-related symptoms and their liver
dysfunction is the only factor characterising
the BCLC-D stage.

In the field of HCC, MELD purgatory would not
be detrimental for LT candidates as the MELD score
is independent from liver dysfunction if patients
have BCLC-0/A HCC. However, LT is not indicated in
patients with BCLC-D HCC, owing to either tumour
burden beyond the criteria for LT or comorbidities.

In both scenarios, we propose prioritising
symptomatic treatment to improve liver
dysfunction; if the only factor that can explain
liver dysfunction is the presence of HCV, the de-
cision of whether to initiate DAA therapy should
be made on a patient-by-patient basis, and each
patient should be informed of all the potential
risks and benefits.

Preventing untreatable progression due to
cirrhosis complications in BCLC-B/C patients
It is well-known that the risk of hepatic decom-
pensationmayaffect the number of treatmentswith
TACE for patients with intermediate HCC and the
possibility of being subsequently treated with first-
or second-line systemic therapy after progression
(Fig. 4). Sieghart et al.,45 using the assessment for re-
treatment with TACE score (ART score), reported
that a Child-Pugh score of 7 or >8 points predicted
Journal of Hepatology 2021 vol. - j
worse outcomes in BCLC-B patients after TACE. Ac-
cording to Sieghart et al.,45 21% and 22% of the pa-
tients in the training and validation cohorts,
respectively, presented worse outcomes after TACE.
The median survival in these cohorts was 8.6
months (95% CI 6.5–10.7) and 6.4 months (95% CI
1.1–11.7), respectively. Thus, the point of ‘no re-
turn’46 (a patient who develops symptomatic
tumour progression before resolving cirrhosis
complications), which in this manuscript is referred
to as the ‘irreversibility time-point status’, is one of
themain issues in themanagement of patients with
liver cancer. Indeed, the window of intervention
before reaching the irreversibility time-point for
BCLC-C andD patients is extremely small but should
be considered during clinical decision making.

This is particularly relevant now, as several sys-
temic therapeutic options are available.47 Moreover,
in patients with advanced HCC treated with sor-
afenib, the outcome and overall survival were
challenged by the high rates of anticipated discon-
tinuation caused by tumour progression, liver
decompensation, and some adverse effects.48,49

Hence, considering the data shown above
regarding early improvements in disease severity
(Child-Pugh and MELD scores) and long-term pres-
ervation of liver function in most HCV patients
treated with DAAs, one could speculate that DAAs
would confer a similar benefit in patients with active
BCLC-B/C stage HCC by reducing the risk of
decompensation-related treatment discontinuation.
Thus, given the lack of suitable evidence, a similar
1–9



statement, that the decision should be made on a
patient-by-patientbasis,andeachpatient shouldbe
informedofall thepotential risks ofDAA failure and
HCC progression is applicable here.

The importance of the effect of DAAs on the risk
of hepatic decompensation in patients with HCC
leads to several general reflections concerning the
peculiarity of HCC. It is well known that cirrhosis
underlies HCC in most patients, and the functional
impairment of the liver has a significant impact on
prognosis, irrespective of the tumour stage. Thus,
liver function is one of the determinants of HCC
prognosis since it is reflected in the BCLC staging
classification as well as in other integrated prog-
nostic scores.Moreover, there is increasingevidence
demonstrating that hepatic decompensation during
follow-up affects the chances of receiving HCC
treatment and ultimately affects survival. Although
from a theoretical point of view the transition from
one stage to another could bemodulated bymedical
intervention, such asDAA treatment, the real impact
of that intervention could be conditioned by factors
other than liver dysfunction, such as HCC progres-
sion without liver decompensation (Fig. 4). Thus, if
we consider DAA treatment at the irreversibility
time-point, the interventions will no longer have an
impact, or could even be associated with a worse
outcome than the natural course of the disease.

Accordingly, we think that time taken to develop
hepatic decompensation, decompensation-free sur-
vival, and the type of decompensation should be
considered as a safetymeasure in studies onHCC and
should be included in other outcomes in trial designs
of systemic or locoregional therapies, such as time
taken for recurrence and recurrence-free survival in
the early stages and time to progression or
progression-free survival in the advanced stages.

Preventing tumour progression
There is currently no data available to support the
use of DAAs solely for the treatment or prevention
of HCC recurrence or progression.

In summary, our proposal for considering DAA
treatment in the setting of BCLC-B/C is described in
Fig. 5. Given the complexity of the disease
(particularly in the presence of chronic liver
Journa
disease) and the large number of potentially useful
anti-cancer therapies, it is not surprising that the
expertise of many physicians is required to provide
optimal care to patients with HCC. In this regard,
the risk of decompensation (or worsening of re-
sidual liver function) and tumour progression are
the competitive risk factors that drive disease
evolution in patients with HCC. For this reason, it is
crucial to share decision making with patients.

Conclusion
Owing to the lack of studies evaluating the impact
of DAA treatment in BCLC-B/C patients, we propose
making decisions on a patient-by-patient basis,
and applying a shared decision-making approach,
informing each patient of all the potential risks and
benefits of the proposed medical intervention.
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